SPACIOUS
Boasting over 91,000 sq. ft. of fully-renovated and expanded meeting, breakout and event space, the Greenville Convention Center Campus is the largest meeting and exhibit facility in eastern North Carolina. An extensive $4.3 million expansion and refreshment has completely updated our facility, adding multiple breakout rooms and a gorgeous indoor/outdoor ballroom perfect for event mixers or weddings. The expansion added 11,000 sq. ft. of contiguous meeting space perfectly flexible to meet the needs of any event or gathering.

EXCEPTIONAL
Seamless integration of our services with your needs is what creates a uniquely exceptional experience for conference-goers, exhibitors and guests. From electrical services, to security, to catering and fine food, we have the capacity and experience to ensure your event is perfectly executed and will establish your new benchmark for ease and excellence.

EXCITING
Let the story of your event unfold as attendees find themselves captivated by world-class entertainers, speakers and educators that bring unforgettable events to life. We create engaging atmospheres and unique social environments that inspire a lasting connection with unforgettable experiences that can only be described as unrivaled.

ENGAGING
Delivering unique and authentic experiences is about more than a well-designed space and flawless service. It’s about bringing people together in an atmosphere that inspires collaboration, connectivity and the open exchange of ideas. Creating memorable experiences that forge lasting, professional relationships is our promise for every event.

CAPITAL HIGHLIGHTS

- 91,000 sq. ft. of Event and Meeting Space on a Modern 32-acre Campus
- 36 Flexible and Spacious Campus Meeting Rooms
- 57,000 sq. ft. Newly-renovated and Versatile Convention Center
- Over 400 On-site Guest Rooms and 1,700 Additional Rooms Nearby
- Events Ranging from 3 to 3,000 Attendees
- Unlimited Variety of Room Configurations and Event Types
- Executive Parking & Valet Services is Available
- Flexible, Non-commissioned A/V Setup Services
- Complimentary, Campus-wide High-speed Wireless Internet
- Easy-access Loading Dock & Drive-in Capabilities
- Campus Shuttle Service Providing City-wide Access

Let us tell the story of your event through compelling content and visually engaging images.